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LECTURE RECITAL

-Topic-

A comparison between the saxophone concertos FANTASIA by Heitor Villa-Lobos, and SCARAMOUCHE by Darius Milhaud.

Featuring-

Benjamin G. Rohrer, Alto & Tenor saxophone

and

Connaitre Miller, Piano
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The following outline was used as an aid for discussion in this lecture recital:

I Statement of purpose
II Description of Milhaud's and Villa-Lobos' backgrounds
III Comparison of the composers
IV Description of the concertos
V Comparison of the concertos

The purpose of this recital was to show there are similarities between these two concertos. In order to accomplish this, much background material had to be researched. Not only were descriptions and comparisons of the concertos essential, but also of the composers themselves.

Investigation disclosed common interests and similarities between Milhaud and Villa-Lobos. (The two men did meet, in 1918, when Milhaud visited Brazil.)

In order to analyze their concertos, concentration was centered on the key elements of each piece. Those elements found to be important were: tonal centers, form, melody, harmony, and rhythm. At one time or another each of these elements is highlighted by Milhaud and Villa-Lobos in their respective pieces. Excerpts were played from the two concertos to further illustrate the conclusions.
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